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AQUARIUS 7 Day SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL 
 

DAY TWO of SEVEN – Aquarius 

A Group Approach to Divinity – Meditation, Contemplation and Soul-Realization  

in Service of the Plan for the Heart of the Christ and the Soul of Humanity 
 

 
 

Aquarius is “The Light that shines on Earth, across the sea. This is the light which ever shines 

within the dark and cleansing with its healing rays that which must be purified until the dark has 

gone”.     (Esoteric Astrology, 330) 

The Word of the Soul: Waters of Life are we poured forth for thirsty Humanity 

 

SETTING THE SOUL FIELD FOR “TRUE SOUL” REALIZATION 

 

In the ‘times and seasons’ rhythmically and intentionally set apart for spiritual group work and entry 
into the sacred Mysteries — for deeper Soul contact, heightened alignments, and group Soul contact 
with Those Who lead Humanity “upon the Lighted Way”, the Great Wheel turns. We enter the Life 
currents of the Sign Aquarius bringing with us all the gains of the previous year and unfoldment of the 
“Christ in you” born anew in fuller measure.  

Aquarius signifies the experience of the inner Christ “rising” in you. 

†  
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PREPARATION: Alignments Opening into the Greater Soul Field 

I. “THE BREATH IS THE LIFE - SOUNDING FORTH “THE SACRED WORD, OM” 
 

◊ Breathe in a Soul breath (a sacred breath of life) … sound forth the sacred Word, OM, coming into the 

peaceful Presence of the Soul ... creating sacred space – no past, no future, only now.  

 

◊ Consciously visualize linking with the Life energy of the constellation Aquarius –"WATERS OF 

LIFE AM I POURED FORTH FOR THIRSTY HUMANITY” pouring through the Heart of the Sun … 

through Sanat Kumara (Lord of the World), … the Christ … and Humanity … to the Crown Center … 

We Breathe in this new Life energy.  

◊ Sounding an OM, the "Breath of Life" pouring through all the Centers … sense (visualize, see, feel or 

imagine) the dissolution and release of atoms of lesser vibration … ◊ Breathing conscious Breaths of 

Life, with intense spiritual Aspiration, draw in atoms of higher vibration … lifting and heightening 

your vibration – allowing new life to pour through … every conscious breath a deeper entry into the 

Soul field, every breath a truer contact with Reality held firm by the Triune Soul Self.  

◊ SILENTLY (or softly aloud) sound forth the Sacred Word, OM, the renewing energy of Love and Life 

pouring through us … lifting and heightening our vibration and the vibratory Soul field in which we now 

stand – “living through” that which we are and serve. 
 

Realize that every Conscious Breath of Life, in the energies in which we now stand, brings about 

a deeper entry into the Soul field. Simultaneously identify more ‘as the True Soul’, to come 

into fuller contact with true Reality – the true Christ nature inherent in all.  
 

II. Coming into resonance with the Angel of the 11th Petal and the Solar Angelic Presence 

◊ Bring your awareness to the “Twelve-petaled Heart in the 

Crown Lotus” of the 1000-petaled Crown Center, sound 

forth the Sacred Word OM (silently or softly aloud).  

Imagine coming into resonance with the Solar Angel (the 

Angel of the Presence) and the energy of the governing 

Angel of the 11th petal of Aquarius. ◊ In the moments that 

follow, be with the vital Presence of these Angels as Their 

lighted Intelligence, loving Presence, and specialized Powers 

work with and in you … irradiating the mental body with 

Light, infusing the emotional body with Love, and suffusing 

the vital etheric body with new Life. 

As the constant lighted love and higher will of the Soul 

irradiates the mind, infuses the heart, and suffuses the 

etheric body, we are lifted to another level of vibration – and higher Soul Identity. We become 

wiser, more truly loving, more knowing and “all-seeing” … thereby better enabled to serve the 

Plan in cooperation with the Guides of the Race. Confirm this process in you. 
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◊ Take a moment now to impress our heart-mind with the light and life energy of Aquarius – the 

“light which ever shines within the dark, cleansing with its healing rays that which must be 

purified until the dark has gone”.  OM  

As Aquarian energy pours through the Crown Center and begins its decent down the central 

column — through the Ajna Center, Alta Major (top of spine / base of head) and Throat, pausing 

at the Heart Center to sense or imagine the interplay between the two Heart Centers (heart center 

behind the spine and Heart in the Crown of the 1000-petaled Lotus) … continuing through the 

remaining lower centers … Aquarian Christic Light gently cleansing … healing … heightening 

… thence flowing through all the minor centers, touching the Earth, "Blessing the Earth upon 

which we walk."  Pause. ◊ On an In-Breath, follow the energy returning home "whence it came" 

ascending to the Crown, completing the Divine Circulatory flow – a perpetual fountain of youth 

– Life descending and ascending (an ovoid, or torus of dynamic circulating life energy). ◊ OM  

Here within our own body is a real and symbolic truth of the Pilgrims journey – the Monad, 

Spirit in extension, journeying forth from on High, descending deep into matter for the 

purpose of saving and redeeming whilst returning to the Father’s Home (in the Crown).  

◊ For a few moments now, “Be” in the radiant flow of circulating energy – standing in the fountain 

of down-pouring and uprising energies – in the continuity of filled-fullness, giving and receiving 

... in-breath, out-breath, in-breath, out-breath … ad infinitum. 

In timing that is right for you, sound forth the sacred Word, OM, sealing (confirming) the new 

vibration.  
 

III. THE SOUL STAR GROUP – “Group Approach to Divinity” 

 

◊ The Soul is Group Conscious.  In the expanded state in which we now resonate, purifying renewing 

energy flows through all our centers, widening our awareness.  Let us see ourselves standing inside a 

large circle, “the Soul Star Group”, where are gathered Participating Souls—for the purpose of 

working in “group approach to Divinity”—together with the Christ and the Great Ones Who serve 

Him. ◊ With the Creative Imagination, sense all Souls herein gathered as radiant spheres of living, 

lighted Love and Holy Will. 

◊ Let us now become aware of one Soul Group vibration … as the sacred Word, OM, is sounding – 

confirming our Group vibration as one great expanding sphere of Light—all our Soul virtues, Soul 

Ray powers and Christ Love blending as One radiant whole of unified vibration of Holy Light, radiant 

Love, and dynamic Will.  

—Let us be aware that we are One Mind-One Heart-One Body — One Group Soul.  

Imaginatively, AS ONE SOUL, we sound forth the sacred Word, OM, confirming our group 

vibration.  
† 

~ continuing ~ 
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IV. STANDING IN RESONATNCE WITH THE AQUARIAN CHRIST AND HIS ASHRAMS  

 

 

◊ Remember the Words of the Christ ~ “When two or more are gathered in My Name, There Am I 

Also”. ◊ His great “Heart of Love, Holy Light and Dynamic Will” streams through and magnifies all 

“Soul Groups” actively cooperating with the Plan of the Father, in world service.  
 

◊ Let us turn our countenances now to 

the five-pointed Star—symbol of The 

Christ. ◊ Align now to stand in 

resonance with the Christ – a 

magnanimous Presence radiating from 

the Center – the Major 7 and 49 

Ashrams, circled round the Christ – 

Dynamic Centers of energy pulsing 

with Life and radiatory power. 
   

◊ Allowing our subtle senses to open, 

(revealed, felt or imagined), Pause to 

“Be With” ~ Be in vibrational resonance 

With ~ the ‘Ever Presence of the Christ, 

the Great Ones’ – the “great potency of 

the inner Groups” – “the Ashram of the 

Christ” – That Is the Christ Field.  OM 

 

In This Light … We take our Stand. 

We with Him—He with Us.  

 

◊ In the great Heart and Presence of 

the Christ and the Great Ones, sound 

the sacred Word OM (silently or aloud) … affirming the Soul Star Group and all consecrated soul 

groups consciously standing in resonant alignment with Them.  

 

Affirming Unity, We are One Group, one pulsing beating heart, breathing “Aquarian Life” … feel new 

life flowing through our group … and all Groups gathered in His Name … nurturing the Soul of 

Humanity.  
 

◊ As a Group, we turn now to face the world: In concert with the Great Ones, we sound forth the 

Great Invocation – or the last line of the GI, sending forth healing rays to the Soul life of Humanity 

… nurturing “soul relations” … charging and blessing all Soul-inspired projects, initiatives, groups and 

group leaders, spiritual centers … and all the Kingdoms of nature ~ upon the Earth. ◊ OM / Amen. 

 

◊ Be affirmed that all Serving Groups cooperating with “the great potency of the Inner Groups” will in due 

process, find themselves serving ‘With Them, Among Them, In Them’ – and ‘They Through Us’.    

The Spiritual Hierarchy – Where the Love of God is Known 
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DAY TWO 

 

CONTEMPLATIONS and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 

 

In this Light of Aquarius, choose to be impressed by and consciously work with one or 

more of the following Diamond Soul practices or Contemplations on this Day (noted by a 

◊ diamond). AS we do, we intentionally imprint and strengthen higher thinking and loving 

activity into the heart-mind of Humanity today.  

◊ “The establishing of right human relations is an aspect of the divine will for humanity 

and the next facet of the divine expression to manifest itself in human affairs — individual, 

communal, national, and international.”   (ROC, 113) — PAUSE to be impressed by this Truth. 

◊ “Right Human Relations” most simply and profoundly means “soul relations”. Without soul 

relations, Aquarian “Waters of Life” cannot flow through Humanity. Soul Relations allow The 

Love of God to pour through Humanity and all Kingdoms of nature, unobstructed. 

Reflect: As we look at our lives today, as we look at our world today, where must 

these sacred waters flow in greater measure — in the world, in our groups, in 

ourselves?  

 

Where and how are “waters of life” sufficiently and abundantly flowing now? 

Where are the channels clearing, and new channels opening? How, and where, 

are these waters changing the world?  

 

How are the waters of life flowing through you?  Are they changing your life 

conditions? Looking for and finding such evidence, we strengthen their presence, 

activity and growth. 
† 

 

AFFIRMING THE MATRIX OF RIGHT HUMAN RELATIONS 

 

◊ The Matrix of the Soul holds for us a higher pattern for fulfillment. It conditions the 

atmosphere for “the force of Good” to flow and grow. It will change “everything”.  

 

– Inscribed in our heart-mind is a beauteous and potent common source and purpose: 

the ‘matrix of the soul contains a pattern for right human relations’. It is put into 

motion and nurtured through intentional acts of love and “good will”. These acts 

become a way of service, serving to build a better world, and more than this – a world in 

which Joy will find resonant relationship. As these acts grow into great numbers, they 

become a mighty, unstoppable force. 
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Let us recognize acts of Good-Will growing in the world. How is good will flowing?  

Recognize and name good-will acts in every department of human living. 

 

◊ In the ‘matrix of the Soul’ are found the “Waters of Life” – the Love of God in circulation. 

Through all our ‘relations’ and relational systems – we find the means for releasing “God’s 

Good” into our lives and the world – depending upon our choices and responses.  

 

From times of old we have been told to metaphorically turn the other cheek when someone 

does us harm. It is the advice of the Master that when heeded prevents us from heading down 

dark alley ways of retaliation, vengeance and ill-will. These Preventions allow Good-Will 

forces to wax strong. But let us be clear. The lessons of keeping vengeance in check, or 

preventing poisoned emotions from taking root and growing, are not lessons for doing 

nothing when it is necessary to hold someone accountable for harmful actions or offspring of 

ill-will. These lessons of “harmlessness” can be complex. The Forces of Good and Evil are 

indiscriminate. Yet one is constructive, the other destructive, resulting in stark contrasts and 

effects. Yet, in the matrix of the Soul we find access to the energies and potentials of Good-Will 

and Will-to-Good, that when applied will scientifically manifest building conditions on earth 

for a desired future. It begins with us. CONTEMPLATE 
 

◊ ON THIS DAY, let us nourish a seed thought that in due time will grow into a rich 

garden. For the sake of the Soul of Humanity, let us grow empowered seed thoughts to 

move the Love of God into circulation through all our relations and activities:  
 

Toward everyone you think about and meet today, internally think, feel and 

extend – “You are my friend.” 

 

As human relations become Soul Relations, the Love of God will be known.  
 

Soul relations create conditions for humanity’s full flowering. To this, I give my All. 
 

Soul awareness leads to soul choices that lead to soul relations. To soul 

awareness I give my all. 

 

Understanding, kindness and harmlessness arise from the matrix of the Soul. 
  

Through the potent field of the Aquarian Christ, the universal Will-to-Good for 

All is spread abroad. With this Field I align ~ In the Christ Field I stand. 

 

OM 
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An Excerpt from THE REAPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST (ROC, 108/112) 

ON RIGHT HUMAN RELATIONS 

 

“The phrase "right human relations" is one that is today being much discussed; it is being 

increasingly realized that it is a major human need, and the only hope of a peaceful and secure 

future. Wrong human relations have reached such a stage of difficulty that every phase of human 

life is in a state of chaotic turmoil; every aspect of daily living is involved—family life, communal 

living, business relations, religious and political contacts, governmental action and the habitual life 

of all peoples, including the entire field of international relations….” 

“… The major effect of His appearance will surely be to demonstrate in every land the effects of a 

spirit of inclusiveness—an inclusiveness which will be channeled or expressed through Him. All 

who seek right human relations will be gathered automatically to Him, whether they are in one 

of the great world religions or not; all who see no true or basic difference between religion and 

religion or between man and man or nation and nation will rally around Him; those who embody 

the spirit of exclusiveness and separativeness will stand automatically and equally revealed and all 

men will know them for what they are. The cleaving sword of the spirit will—without 

wounding—bring revelation and indicate the first needed step towards human regeneration.” 

CONTEMPLATE 

 

“… The invocative prayer, "From the point of love within the heart of God, let love stream forth 

into the hearts of men" will meet with fulfilment. Christ will let loose into the world … the 

potency and the distinctive energy of intuitive love. The results of the distribution of this energy 

of love will be twofold: 

1. Countless men and women in every land will form themselves into groups for the 

promotion of goodwill and for the production of right human relations.  So great will be 

their numbers that from being a small and relatively unimportant minority, they will be 

the largest and the most influential force in the world. Through them, the New Group of 

World Servers will be able to work successfully. 

2. This active energy of loving understanding will mobilize a tremendous reaction 

against the potency of hate. To hate, to be separate, and to be exclusive will come to be 

regarded as the only sin, for it will be recognized that all the sins—as listed and now 

regarded as wrong—only stem from hate or from its product, the anti-social consciousness. 

Hate and its dependent consequences are the true sin against the Holy Ghost, about 

which commentators have so long debated, overlooking (in their silliness) the simplicity 

and the appropriateness of the true definition. 

“… the usefulness, the practicality and the naturalness of right human relations will become so 

evident that world affairs will rapidly be adjusted and the new era of goodwill and of peace on 

earth will be inaugurated. The new culture and the new civilization will then be possible.”       

 

(… continued as “orienting thoughts” on Full Moon Day) 


